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This paper starts with a broad assumption which, after consideration, you may choose to 

disregard or support as more than an assumption. Let us assume that in its most general sense we 

are unable to derive normative ‘ought’ statements from ‘is’ statements of fact. With this 

assumption in mind, I aim to show that the is-ought problem serves to obscure the relationship 

between science and public policy which significantly impacts the governance of society. In 

service of clarifying this relationship between science and policy, I challenge the traditional 

framing of the is-ought problem by considering the implications of framing it as an ought-is 

problem, suggesting that this will help to resolve the obscurity that arises when deriving value 

statements from statements of fact. In doing so, I ultimately claim that philosophical discussion 

is specifically equipped to consider issues such as these and as such, ought to be expressly 

considered and put into the service for the governance of human society. 

Before considering arguments towards this goal, a brief and general discussion of the is-ought 

problem is in order, along with an explicit recognition of its relationship to the governance of 

human society. The assumption that we are unable to derive normative ‘ought’ statements from 

‘is’ statements of fact is highly contentious and has been disassembled, reassembled, evaluated, 

and reviewed many times since Hume first introduced it. The underlying tension is that facts 

about the world—referred to as ‘is’ statements—are seemingly incapable of supplying normative 

‘ought’ statements regarding the actions one should take1. Logically, this rests on the argument 

that an evaluative premise (often implicit or hidden) is missing from arguments that attempt to 

derive value-statements from fact-statements. For example, it is plausible that given the fact that 

human bodies require caloric intake in order to function, we ought to intake calories. Although 

we may agree with the conclusion, it does not follow from the premise as it is written. At a 

minimum, it appears that a premise along the lines of ‘humans ought to do what it takes to make 

their bodies function’ is necessary, although this only serves to push our problem one step 

further. There may be a clever way to end this regress and derive the conclusion from fact-

statements, yet it is (at least) intuitively plausible that there is no such premise.  

This assumption has been widely adopted in many social contexts, often with the intent of 

justifying or otherwise considering the tension between scientific facts and public policy 

decisions. In this context it is more traditionally referred to as the fact-value dichotomy, yet there 

is no substantive difference in its implications. The fact-value dichotomy as applied to the 

science-policy tension is perplexing—if, in fact, we are unable to derive value-statements 

(policy) from fact-statements (science), then what is the role of the scientific institution in 

governance? How are we to justify our policy decisions, especially with regards to complex 

natural systems (e.g. climate change dynamics), if science is unable to provide evaluative 

guidance? These are not trivial questions, and I am not the first to consider them. Furthermore, I 

do not mean to suggest that science can play no role in policymaking at all—surely fact-

                                                             
1 This does not consider those views that propound moral facts of the kind that can be used interchangeably as is-
statements.  



statements are crucial at some level to provide the means with which we are able to realize our 

conclusions, evaluative or not. I do mean to suggest that the tension between science and policy 

may be more complex then this role of illuminating those ways in which we realize our goals.  

II 

For the remainder of this paper, I will refer to the is-ought problem as the fact-value dichotomy 

only intending that it reflects the application of the problem to the science/policy interface. In 

order to understand my claim that the fact-value dichotomy has significant consequences to the 

governance of society, it is helpful to consider a contrived argument [A1] which considers those 

sorts of tools that may be useful for the governance of human society: 

A1.1: Philosophical discussion is specifically equipped to consider competing evaluative 

statements. 

A1.2: The governance of human society involves the consideration of competing 

evaluative statements. 

AP.1: For those things that are involved in the governance of human society, human 

society ought to use tools specifically equipped to accomplish those things. 

A1.3: Therefore, philosophical discussion ought to be used to consider competing 

evaluative statements in the governance of human society. 

The conclusion of [A1.1 – A1.3] requires, at a minimum, the underlying value-statement of 

[AP.1] to yield a coherent conclusion, regardless of the unsubstantiated jump from ‘is’ to 

‘ought’2. Furthermore, the conclusion is not mutually exclusive to other similar conclusions. 

Take, for example, the argument [A2]: 

A2.1: Economic discussion is specifically equipped to consider the distribution of 

resources. 

A2.2: The governance of human society involves consideration for the distribution of 

resources. 

AP.1: For those things that are involved in the governance of human society, human 

society ought to use tools specifically equipped to accomplish those things. 

A2.3: Therefore, economic discussion ought to be used to consider the distribution of 

resources for the governance of human society. 

It is easy to see that the conjunction of [A2.1 – A2.3] with the underlying value-statement of 

[AP.1] yields a similarly coherent conclusion to that of [A1] and [AP.1], yet importantly 

different. It is also plausible that the governance of human society consists of philosophical and 

economic discussions, or just that philosophical and economic discussions are instances of the 

same thing (perhaps ‘governance’, writ large). In either case, the argument begins with a simple 

                                                             
2 AP.1 would need to be independently derived from an ‘is’ in order to maintain a bridge between ‘is’ and ‘ought’. 
This is not a problem, remembering our assumption that one cannot derive normative value-statements from 
statements of fact. 



set of fact-statements and concludes with a value-statement. Given our initial assumption this is 

not necessarily problematic, but it may also not be very illuminating. It should be no surprise that 

there may be many specifically designed tools with which to consider the breadth of competing 

evaluative claims that trouble the governance of human society.  

Further, it is not clear that a logical bridge between fact-statements and value-statements would 

provide a more interesting consequence of these arguments. Consider replacing premise [AP.1] 

with a contrived (and obviously unfounded) premise [AP.2]: 

AP.2: For those things that are involved in the governance of human society, human 

society always uses the tools specifically equipped to accomplish those things. 

 

If [AP.2] was a true fact-statement, we may claim to have bridged the fact-value dichotomy and 

supplied justification for both argument’s conclusions. Our celebration would be short-lived, 

though, as we would quickly realize that regardless of the intellectual contribution we had not 

clarified anything. Both arguments would still hold, and we would be left with both 

philosophical and economic discussion as specialized tools with which we ought to employ in 

the governance of human society. As it stands, this is not surprising nor is it worrying. Many 

people would see no issue with considering both philosophical and economic discussions in 

governance—to be sure, I would not argue a primacy of one over the other. What these 

arguments have shown, however, is that the general argument form can be used to derive a 

multitude of non-mutually exclusive conclusions suggesting which tools we use in governance. 

Given that the realities of human governance are bounded by limited resources (both in human 

attention and material wealth), it is clearly unsuitable to derive boundless conclusions3. The 

worry here can be summed up simply by asking ourselves, “Of the many possible tools to use in 

the governance of human society and knowing we are bounded by finite resources, which do I 

choose?” It is clear that we are in need of a higher-order evaluative premise in order to sort our 

conclusions and we must hope that we do not face the same problem deriving that higher-order 

value-statement.  

For comparison, let us now turn to a set of arguments with more pernicious consequences. 

Consider a natural resource manager that is responsible for the management of a certain grove of 

trees and has been supplied argument [A3]: 

A3.1: This certain grove of trees is harboring a prolific tree-beetle population. 

A3.2: The tree-beetle population cannot be controlled without the removal of the grove 

and left unchecked, it will destroy the last surviving species of a different tree in a 

neighboring grove. 

AP.3: Resource managers ought to protect non-human species from extinction. 

                                                             
3While one might challenge this given that there are differing interpretations of the word ‘ought’, I do not consider 
those possibilities. Minor solutions may exist, but for this paper it is sufficient to suggest the possibility that similar 
argument forms will supply a vast number of contending evaluative-conclusions. 



A3.3: Therefore, the resource manager ought to remove this certain grove of trees to 

protect the neighboring last surviving species of tree in a neighboring grove.  

 

Again, and remembering our initial assumption, we have derived a coherent conclusion value-

statement from statements of fact in conjunction with an underlying evaluative premise. Now, let 

us consider that the same natural resource manager is simultaneously faced with the additional 

argument [A4]: 

A4.1: This certain grove of trees harbors the last surviving populations of a certain 

species of bird. 

A4.2: This population of birds cannot be transplanted and survive anywhere else. 

AP.3: Resource managers ought to protect non-human species from extinction. 

A4.4: Therefore, the resource manager ought to protect this species of bird by not 

removing this certain grove of trees. 

These are very contrived arguments (what a forest this must be!), but they are easily 

generalizable to management decisions that must weigh competing interests. Unlike the 

contentious compatibility of arguments [A1] and [A2], the conclusions of arguments [A3] and 

[A4] are mutually exclusive. And though the evaluative conclusions followed from fact-

statements in much the same fashion as those of [A1] and [A2], these arguments only serve to 

complicate the decision that the natural resource manager must make. As with the previous 

examples, it is clear that we need a higher-order evaluative premise in order to choose between 

our competing conclusions.  

Contending or competing value-statements may not be problematic if we did not look to them to 

guide our decision-making and, more generally, the governance of human society. The 

relationship between fact-statements and value-statements is inherently obscure and only 

worsened when we look to it in order to better understand the role of science in policymaking. I 

argue that this role can be clarified by re-evaluating the nature of the relationship between facts 

and values, thereby helping to resolve the conflicts caused by attempting to use fact-statements 

to weigh competing evaluative conclusions.  

III 

To be clear, I explicitly claim that fact-statements alone are insufficient to weigh competing 

evaluative conclusions and by extension, science is insufficient to weigh competing policy 

decisions—a conclusion that may be troubling to many well-intentioned citizens. In service to 

this tension, I offer a more general resolution to the fact-value dichotomy which I refer to as the 

value-fact dichotomy. The appreciable difference between the value-fact and the fact-value 

dichotomies is best explained through the difference between seeing fact-statements as being 

able to derive value-statements, instead of their being merely used to support those value-

statements. 



As discussed, the traditional tension is that—as my initial assumption suggests—we are unable 

to derive normative value-statements from fact-statements. In the exploration of this through 

[A1-4], I claimed that these derivations could not help to decide between competing evaluative 

conclusions without similarly problematic higher-order evaluative claims4. This, in turn, does no 

work in deciding how we should model our behavior which is fundamental to the governance of 

society. It seems that attempting to derive value-statements from fact-statements is insufficient to 

guide behavior.  

In contrast to the traditional tension of derivation, I offer that fact-statements are better suited to 

play a supporting role in considering between competing value-statements. If a normal, rational 

person reaches an evaluative conclusion independent of any fact-statement, perhaps [I should 

stop eating meat], then they can look to facts about the world to support their conclusion 

conflict-free. The evaluative statement is not a truth-functional statement, and thus fact-

statements are not able to influence the impact the conclusion has on the rational person who 

holds it5. Suppose our normal, rational person learns of evidence—fact-statements—showing 

that people are healthier for not-eating meat, then they may think to themselves that the fact-

statement has supported their decision, but they would likely not think that their decision had 

been derived from the fact-statement.  

Admittedly, this is a nuanced difference and may not seem to have any effect on the argument of 

this paper. Most assuredly, both value and fact-statements occur in different orders and in 

different roles throughout normal discourse. Nuanced as it may be, this is the critical point that I 

claim provides obscurity between facts and values and in turn confuses the role of science in 

policy and decision-making. Fact and value-statements play distinctly different roles in 

evaluating normative arguments (as suggested by the label ‘dichotomy’), where the former 

provides support for our normative conclusions while the latter provides evaluative guidance. 

Fact-statements are necessary but not sufficient to guide our behavior; though they cannot 

evaluate competing normative conclusions, they are required to give context to value-statements, 

describe the ways in which we are able (or unable) to attain our normative goals, and support the 

value-statements that we make. This is critically different then deriving value-statements. 

Thus, I argue that the fact-value dichotomy (in that order) signifies attempts to derive value-

statements from fact-statements which is, as I’ve suggested, troublesome and introduces 

complexity and obscurity to the relationship between the two. The value-fact dichotomy, on the 

other hand, treats value-statements distinctly separate from fact-statements and in doing so 

delineates fact-statements to a supporting role. This modest move helps to clarify the relationship 

between facts and values, but it does not yet show how framing it either way has significant 

consequences to the governance of society.  

                                                             
4 As a reminder, this paper discusses a possible general resolution to the fact-value dichotomy and not specific 
solutions to the arguments themselves. 
5 Again, this does not consider those views that hold moral facts as interchangeable with is-statements.  
 



IV 

Allow me to offer a second assumption that will help to clarify the link between the value-fact 

dichotomy and science-based governance: Modern society is fascinated with the successes of the 

scientific institution. This assumption presumes that not only has the scientific institution 

provided the means to ‘modernize’ the modern society, but that we have long held the institution 

in esteem, making wholesale decisions that propagate this fascination. In doing so, it is my claim 

that we have inadvertently indoctrinated ourselves with the obscurities of the fact-value 

dichotomy. It strikes me that the derivation precept I’ve argued against is an artifact of scientific 

success—the institution has been so successful at deriving fact-statements from fact-statements 

(an ‘is’ from an ‘is’), that we have mistakenly attempted to derive value-statements from fact-

statements. And why shouldn’t we? Surely, with enough knowledge and in the right kinds, we 

will be able to rise above our own human-ness and on that day we will have a perfectly 

conceived, non-contentious, complete map of fact-derived evaluative conclusions. But that day 

has not come and we are mired in the significant complexities that rapid technological 

development and social advancement has brought us. It is to this point that I make the most 

significant claim of this paper, we have put the scientific institution primary to the humanistic 

institution and it has caused the pernicious complexities that we see manifested in the ever-

widening gap between scientific findings and public policy decisions.  

As I claim, the traditional formulation of this problem as a ‘fact-value’ problem is a mere 

extension of our societies’ fascination with science. Our modern ethos gives primacy to the ‘fact’ 

in the fact-value dichotomy and the ‘is’ in the is-ought problem which may be seen as more than 

a mere coincidence and the reason I label this clarification as the value-fact dichotomy. The 

exploration of competing value-statements is most generally relegated to humanistic institutions 

which often play second-fiddle to many other scientific institutions. As I have argued, only 

higher-order value-statements—not fact-statements—are capable of providing the direction 

necessary for the governance of human society and given this, we may begin to see value-

statements as primary to fact-statements. To be sure, this will be a contested conclusion to many 

within the scientific institution.  

In inadvertently approaching the problem as traditionally formulated, we propagate the notion 

that there just is a fact-statement justification for value-statements and in doing so, we serve only 

to further complicate the decision-making matrix. I’ve shown that attempting to derive value-

statements from fact-statements leads to conclusions that are either unreasonable or mutually 

exclusive and require second-order principles (if not third, fourth, etc.) in order to evaluate. This 

complexity only serves to introduce obscurity, and obscurity is difficult to govern. This raises a 

salient question: If we are not able to derive value-statements from fact-statements, then what 

tools do we use to evaluate competing value-statements? The philosophical discipline has been 

developing and refining such tools for many millennia and they are, at least, well-suited. Moral 

philosophy, for example, is specifically developed to evaluate competing claims and it just may 

be that it can provide the tools that we need for value-fact based governance. I need to be explicit 

here, philosophy is but one of many methods for approaching competing evaluative concerns as 



[A1] and [A2] have shown us. This is not troublesome—the value-fact dichotomy allows for 

evaluative conclusions such as this, without a need to derive justification from the world of fact-

statements. Furthermore, it is not the same to say that philosophy is one of a multitude of 

disciplines that ought to be considered as it is to say that philosophy ought to be uniquely 

considered. 

V 

Although I’ve claimed it as such, it is not so easy to wave away a problem that has plagued 

philosophers for so long. There will be, of course, objections to the things I’ve said here. It is 

worth briefly considering those objections in order to better understand the implications of these 

claims. 

First, foremost, and most obviously, I made an initial assumption without rigorous justification, 

namely that we are unable to derive normative ‘ought’ statements from ‘is’ statements of fact. If 

one was a certain flavor of moral realist, they may object on grounds that there are discoverable 

value-statements that just are fact-statements—no more evaluative than the fact-statement that 

we reside on the face of the planet Earth. For example, perhaps it is independently confirmed that 

we are to act in a way to preserve the largest number of human lives. This moral realist would 

need to show that this moral fact-statement was of the sort that they could derive only one 

primary evaluative conclusion, elsewise they are no better off than the examples of [A1] and 

[A2] conjoined with [AP.2]. It is plausible that many contending or competing evaluative 

conclusions would be derived, and we would be faced with the same worries I have discussed 

here. Furthermore, the moral realist would need to be sure that moral fact-statements, or the 

principles that they were derived from, did not contain evaluative premises or else they are 

simply begging the question. It is insufficient to justify the derivation of a value-statement from a 

fact-statement using a principle that was itself derived from an unsubstantiated value-statement.  

I made a second assumption that modern society is fascinated with the successes of the scientific 

institution. This assumption is not integral to the arguments [A1-4], yet serves to show how a re-

framing of the problem can, in fact, help clarify the role between science and policy. The 

science/policy interface is but one of many interesting cases where we are able to see the fact-

value dichotomy at play. For example, I made an evaluative decision today in deciding which 

shirt to wear. Was this decision derived from fact-statements or, as I have argued, was merely 

supported by them? This paper argues that fact-statement derivations would have only obscured 

my decision (perhaps, ‘It is cold out today, thus I should wear a coat…or a sweater…or a 

blanket…’) whereas they are easily able to support my evaluative decision (perhaps, ‘I ought to 

wear a sweater today because it is cold’). The general conclusions of this paper speak to any 

decision being made at the crux of fact and value.  

The generalities of this argument aside, this assumption was necessary for my ultimate claim that 

philosophical discussion ought to be expressly considered and put into the service for the 

governance of human society. There are those critical theorists and social constructionists that 



may wish to support this assumption as fact-statement based, but it is not critical to the argument 

for the value-fact dichotomy. As I have suggested, it is sufficient that fact-statements support our 

evaluative conclusions and it is my hope that this paper—a philosophical discussion, itself—will 

provide the support to accept my ultimate claim. 

VI 

The value-fact dichotomy is not meant to be offered as a panacea, nor is it an affront to the 

scientific institution. This paper has sought to better understand the underlying tensions of the 

fact-value dichotomy, the implications that they have on scientific governance, and provide a 

promising avenue with which to ameliorate this problem. Seemingly intractable problems may 

just be that—intractable—but that itself does not further suggest that they cannot be illuminating. 

Finally, it is worth considering an argument [A5] revised from the first argument [A1] in light of 

the value-fact dichotomy I’ve argued for:  

A5.1: Philosophical discussion ought to be expressly considered and put into the service 

for the governance of human society. 

A5.2: The governance of human society involves the consideration of competing 

evaluative statements. 

A5.3: Philosophical discussion is specifically equipped to consider competing evaluative 

statements. 

A5.5: Therefore, philosophical discussion is specifically equipped to consider the 

governance of human society. 

There, that sounds better. 


